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Follow REHAU India:
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Our verbal and written advice relating to technical applications is based on experience and is 
correct to the best of our knowledge, but is given without obligation.

The use of REHAU products in conditions that are beyond our control or for applications 
other than those specified releases us from any obligation in regard to claims made in 
respect of the products.

We recommend that the suitability of any REHAU product for the intended application 
should be checked. Utilisation and processing of our products are beyond our control and are 
therefore exclusively your responsibility. In the event that a liability is nevertheless 
considered, any compensation will be limited to the value of the goods supplied by us and 
used by you.

Our warranty assumes consistent quality of our products in accordance with our 
specifications and in accordance with our general conditions of sale.

This document is protected by copyright. All rights based on this are reserved.  No 
part of this tion may be  reproduced or transmitted in any form publica translated,
or by any similar means, electronic or mechanical, photocopying, recording or 
otherwise, or stored in a data retrieval system.
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Download REHAU India App at Google Play Store
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REHAU India

When Helmut Wagner founded the company in 1948 with just 2 employees, he illumined the way forward 

with the principles of competence, passion and innovation. Today, REHAU is an independent and family 

owned company that has over 20,000 employees across 50 countries. In every part of the world, the brand 

is redefining the interaction between our products and customers by engineering progress that enhances 

lives.  

For the past 70 years, the ambition to enhance the lives of people around the world through innovative 

polymer-based solutions, along with the lessons from our predecessors, have been the driving force behind 

REHAU’s success. Through our vigorous zeal and relentless efforts, we redefine what is possible in 

construction, automotive and industry, each day. 

Today, insightful knowledge of the market and materials, complemented by tremendous experience in 

technology and manufacturing processes, allows us to cater to wide-ranging needs with customised 

solutions. This includes improving road safety, enhancing the aesthetic appeal of homes, reducing energy 

consumption in buildings, etc. As a family-run business, we think and act with a view to future generations –  

keeping with the principle of sustainability. By remaining focused on the growing importance of quality, 

efficiency and sustainability, we will continue our odyssey to make lives safer, healthier and more efficient 

across the world.

A global leader in polymer processing technologies India footprints
REHAU commenced operations in India in 1997, by establishing a local manufacturing unit in Pune district of 

Maharashtra to cater for local industry market. Since then, it has established 3 plants and employed 600+ 

aspirants across the nation.

A German-based company dedicated to beautify 

and enrich homes with innovative solutions, REHAU 

prioritises and delivers superior solutions from 

product design to applications while providing great 

variety in terms of choices.

With more than 1000 direct customers and up to 

2500 retailers, REHAU has exceeded expectations 

by establishing an enormous client base in India. 

With 4 offices and 2 experience centres spread 

across the country, 6 warehouses and a huge sales 

network, REHAU in India has become a polymer 

leader by rapidly capturing the market and 

managing its operations.

REHAU offers a choice of wide range of products 

which allows one to live with premium quality, 

thereby, raising the standard of living. These 

choices are versatile enough to accommodate new 

changes and that too with convenience. REHAU 

ensures that a positive difference is made through 

quality, innovation and choice.

Let's live with quality!

REHAU Global

Engineering progress
Enhancing lives

Trust

With synergism in effort, and trust in each 

member of the REHAU network, we make 

the impossible happen.

Innovation

Our strength is derived from innovative 

ideas that improves the ordinary for 

extraordinary results and performance.

Reliability 

Our adherence for ethical guidelines is the 

foundation of our corporate conduct, 

because our vision is a better today and a 

great future, making us a reliable partner.

A promise of enhanced living built upon
3 pillars:
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*Other sizes available on demand

RAUCARP
Edgeband
Affordable. Durable. Fashionable

RAUCARP edgebands is a quality range  to 
protect the furniture from physical damages 
while enhancing its overall appearance. It can 
be applied manually on the edges of furniture. 
Moreover, it is a highly economical choice 
when it comes to wooden binding and 
replacement of melamine.

PVC

Lacquer type

22 x 0.45mm, 22 x 0.8mm, 25 x 0.8mm,
25 x 1.3mm, 30 x 0.8mm, 30 x 1.3mm, 
45 x 0.8mm 

Roll Size

Size

Material

Matt I High Gloss

50mt

Durable User friendly

EconomicalAesthetic

Available 
in more
than 200
shades
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RAUCARP Edgeband Colour Collection

 Silver Grey 112130 Wool 112131 Bubblegum 112132 Saffron 112133 Tidal Sand 112134

Frosty White 112135 Black 112136 Ivory 112137 Cardinal Red 112138 Electric Blue 112139

Slate Grey 112140 Bright White 112141 Shangrila 112142 Parrot Green 112143 Dark Grey - II 112144

Champagne 112145 Smog 112146 Charcoal 112147 Gothic Grey 112231 Yellow - II 112232

Teak 851P Wine 852P Highland Pine 853P Intal Beech 854P Nice Wood 855P

Bavarian Beech 856P Sapelle 857P Princess Wood 858P Mahogany 859P California Walnut 860P

Samoe Teak 861P Urban Teak 862P Oxford Cherry 863P White Acacia 864P Acacia Exodus 865P

Weathered Oak 866P Walnut Bronze 867P Aluminia Pearl 868P Amazon Walnut 869P Samara Oak 870P

Hazel Cambric 871P Line Brown 872P White Toil 873P White Cambric 874P Lino Cacum 875P

Hazel Cambric 876P Tan Cambric 877P Linen - I 878P Linen - II 879P Linen - VI 880P

Linen - VI 881P American Walnut 882P Louisiana Oak 883P Walnut 949P Rose Wood 950P

Siam Teak - II 951P Tundra Forest 952P Misty Oak 953P Walnut Dark Brown 954P Cosco Sapheli 955P

Real Ebony 956P Fabric Grey 957P Caspani 958P Brazilian Walnut 959P Sandy Saw Line 960P

Linen Exotica 961P Tramic Trill 962P Wonder Linosa 963P Hinds Black Oak 964P Doredus Pine 965P

Indiana 966P Light Sand 967P Village Oak - I 974P Chocolate Brown 975P Cambric 976P
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With RAUKANTEX Décor, there are no limits to your 

imagination, owing to our wide range: fine woods, 

multiplex effects, artful design combinations, brilliant 

stone designs, and trendy metallic prints

RAUKANTEX Colour and Décor can be easily matched 

to Indian or global surface and board collections. 

REHAU India offers approximately 395 colours and 

décors with different embossings, which makes us the 

leading design competence supplier in the market. 

With REHAU, you can be sure that we will always 

offer the right design to match your requirements!

RAUKANTEX Décor
Unlimited Variety

300
active, continuously
available edgeband designs

More than
20,00,000
edgeband options
are possible through the combination of
materials, dimensions, embossing, gloss level
and application methods

200
new additions
annually

uPVC Edgebands Anti-bacterial

Anti-fungal DOP freeDOP

Wood has many varieties: walnut, maple, beech, ash, etc., each corresponding to a particular 
shade. This range in the natural variety of wood is also available in RAUKANTEX Wood Veneer 
edgebands.
During production, the veneers are sorted according to growth characteristics and appearance, 
so that within each batch the master rolls produced are of uniform colour. With its wide variety 
of wood types and thicknesses, the RAUKANTEX Wood Veneer edgeband range can provide a 
suitable match for every application.

RAUKANTEX Wood Veneer
Mesmerising wooden patterns

Wood veneer

Thickness
0.60mm and 1.00mm

Width
24mm, 35mm, 45mm and 55mm

Real wood veneer collection§
European wooden pattern§
Multi-layered with adhesive-coated sides§
Asymmetrical and finger joints §

Material

Size

Advantages

RAUKANTEX Colour and Décor
Add life to your furniture

The desires and requirements of customers are getting 

progressively personalised. Therefore, professional 

colour management is required to meet these 

standards. With RAUKANTEX Colour, you can always 

strike the right tone.

RAUKANTEX Colour
Always the right tone

100% 
match with
leading board 
and laminate 
manufacturers

Oak 0059 Maple 0061 Ash 0060 Teak 0062 American Walnut 0063
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Dual tone to edgeband

A particular highlight within the V-Twin is the stepped edgeband with a groove. Whilst the 
upper section of the edgeband is available in typical glass colours, the lower section features 
aluminium. When combined with a surface of the same shade, this gives an appearance of a real 
glass-like top surface.

Available 
in 10
shades

 Combination of the design aspect of glass with the processing advantages of polymers§
 Special surface protection - 100% resistant to typical accidental scratches§
 Various combination of colours/décor and two different finishes on surface is possible§
 Zero-hour adjustment time - no special adjustment required on machine parameters§
 New perspectives in the creative edge design along with RAUVOLVET roller shutter§

Advantages

Material  ABS
Lacquer type  Super lacquer

Size 23 x 1.00mm

Whether cool aluminum or high-quality stainless steel - metal is every increasing demanding 
trend in design world. Our unique, proprietary process e�ectively combines metals and 
polymers to achieve a true metallic look without the processing di�iculties of traditional metal 
banding. Experience Magic II with real metal foil - the premium metallic edging that can be used 
in any design.

Metallic 
Create magic with metal

V-Twin

Laminated real metal foil§
Aluminum or stainless steel finish applied to the surface of a PP (polypropylene) base§
Look and feel of traditional metal banding§
Easily applied with standard edgeband equipment; straight line or contour edgebander§

Advantages

Black 1003U Cappacuino 1007UBrown 1008UBright White 1001U Copper 1321EGold 1322E Aluminium 591E Alu Brushed 1323E Bronze 1320EChestnut 2005D

Ivory 1002UGhana Wood 2004DFrosty White 1010UDark Grey 1009U Nice Wood 2003D

Red 1004U Vino 1005U Zebrano 2001DPrugna 1006U
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Flipdoor
Flipdoor offers outstanding practicality on every level, 

from its super-smooth scissor movement to the space-

saving opening mechanism.

RAUVOLET
Roller Shutter Systems
Innovative storage solutions

RAUVOLET Vetro Line 2.0
RAUVOLET Vetro Line 2.0 offers a combination of two 

solutions- simple installation with a ready-to-install 

cassette module that can be screwed into the cabinet 

and the design features of genuine glass.

RAUVOLET Metallic Line Frame 4
A unique way of bringing two incompatible solutions, 

RAUVOLET Metallic Line Frame 4 has a ready to install 

cassette module along with the design features of 

genuine glass.

RAUVOLET E-23
Suitable for both vertical as well as horizontal 

applications, RAUVOLET E-23 is easy to install and saves 

space by 30% compared to regular swing doors. 

RAUVOLET Easy Line
Space-saving up to 30% compared to regular swing 

doors, RAUVOLET Easy Line opens up smoothly and 

quietly, offering easy and convenient solutions for living 

spaces.

RAUVOLET Crystal Line 2.0
RAUVOLET Crystal Line 2.0 offers a glass look to your 

premium cabinet shutters with the tried and tested 

RAUVOLET cassette system providing ease of installation.

NEW

Smart

Efficient

Durable

RAUVOLET Crystal Line 1.0
RAUVOLET Crystal Line 1.0 offers a glass look to your 

premium cabinet shutters. The tried and tested 

RAUVOLET cassette system that gives ease of installation 

and convenient functional characteristics just needs to be 

screwed into the cabinet.
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Bianco Paino Titanio Satinato Frosted Lacquered Black Opti White Bianco Magnolia Piano Aluminium Stainless Steel

Fumo NewBianco Paino

Sabbia

Silver Metallic Rear Aluminium Finish Black Matt New Silver Metallic Black



RAUVARIO
Plinth Systems
Innovative system solutions

The basis for the modern kitchens, 
RAUVARIO Plinth Systems- Plinth Covers, 
Plinth Legs and Plinth Accessories, serve 
as functional and decorative elements for 
every interior.

Plinth Cover Plinth Legs

Plinth connector 90º Plinth flap

Plinth Accessories

Plinth connector straight Plinth cover bracket

End cap
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Strong bonding

Quick setting

Water-resistant

Heat-resistant

Maximum
spreadability Durable

RAUBOND Adhesives
Water-based adhesives for Retail

Packaging available: 1/2Kg, 1Kg, 5Kg, 10Kg, 20Kg, 50Kg

RAUBOND presents a range of water-based 
multipurpose adhesives suited for various 
applications. RAUBOND Champ is perfect for 
manual pressing and laminating applications, 
including hot press and cold press.   
RAUBOND PolyMaster is ideally used for    
PVC edge banding, along with pasting 
plywood to acrylic sheets, PVC sheets and 
charcoal sheets. With its fast setting 
application. RAUBOND    Rapid-X is used in 
marine ply, marine laminate, finger jointing 
and laminating applications (hot press, cold 
press and roller press).
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Possible application areas:

Furniture Hardware

Paints Automotive

REHAU Masking Tape
Superior quality adhesion

General purpose masking tape

The robust tape for everyday jobs,         
REHAU Masking Tape can be used on almost 
all surfaces and gets removed easily without 
leaving any residue. It can be used at all 
workplaces and job sites. REHAU Masking 
Tape is a cost-effective and pressure-
sensitive product that holds perfectly, 
providing superior quality adhesion for 14 
hours.

Wide range of applications§
Masking, splicing, bundling and packaging§
Conforms to all surfaces§
No residue transfer on removal§

Features

Sizes available

Width 18mm and 24mm

Length 20m and 40m
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